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Introducon
The field of sociolinguiThe field of sociolinguisc, psycholinguisc and 
cognive models trying to explain the speech pro-
cess and the mixed output of bilinguals is wide. 
Much work has been done in order to verify differ-
ent hypotheses. But although they all ask impor-
tant quesons, none of them seems to be able to 
fully explain language mixing (I define language 
mixing as  the overt or covert result of bilingual 
speech producon in general). 
Even if we accept the fact that most research fo-
cuses on rather specific problems, the queson re-
mains whether this failure is due to theorecal 
shortcomings or to the quesoning. These two 
points are probably not dissolvable, because every 
theory comes with a set of typical quesons and 
does not allow others (Generave approaches, 
which usually fail to model language mixing, would 
never ask for the movaon for language mixing). 
But since none of the exisng approaches is able to 
provide a sufficiently broad (in terms of the phe-
nomena included) and exact (with regards to the 
outcome of speech producon) explanaon, we 
have to step back and ask the original queson: 
„How do speakers combine elements from two 
codes into one single uerance?“. 

State of Research
It has It has to be admied that a model of bilin-
gual language producon in this strict sense 
does not exist. However, a range of models 
has been developed in order to explain differ-
ent mechanisms, phenomena and relaons. 
The sociolinguisc tradion has born a lot of 
approaches with regards to code-switching. 
The fiThe first ones are known to be the constraints 
on code-switching proposed by Poplack1 
(1981). They focus mainly on word order. 
Other models explain why speakers code-
switch in different se ngs or with different 
interlocutors. Only three models deal directly 
with proper speech producon. The best 
known is the Matrix Language Frame Model 
(MLF2) which mainly asks for the constraints 
for code-switching within a semi-psychologi-
cal approach by trying to extend Levelt's pro-
posal. De Bot also proposed a Bilingual Pro-
ducon Model (BPM3) based on Levelt. The 
only model concentrang on the moves for 
the use of elements from different languages 
is the lesser known Dual Language Model 
(DLM4) which is, among others, based on 
Grosjean's language modes.

There are some cognive models dealing 
with bilingual language processing. The Im-
plicit-Explicit Model (IEM5) states that the 
L1 is used more automacally, while the L2 
has to rely on explicit memory. BIA6 tries to 
explain the processes underlying bilingual 
word recognion, especially the recognion 
of iof interlingual homographs. The same task 
with a focus on spoken word recognion is 
the objecve of BIMOLA7. With regards to 
language producon, Green has proposed 
the highly debated Inhibitory Control 
Model (IC8) which explains how tasks and 
language switches are handled by the su-
pervisory system. The self-organizing net-
work SOMBIP9 models the emergence of 
the bilingual lexical storage and language 
membership with the help of frequency. 
But not only has the development of dis-
nct models been addressed. The different 
quesons concerning (bilingual) speech 
producon, language control, code-switch-
ing etc. have oen been subject to scien-
fic debates.

Objecves
The modeling of bilingual languaThe modeling of bilingual language producon 
seems to be stuck in its development. On the 
one hand, much research has been conducted 
with regards to the processing of single words. 
On the other hand we have a huge corpus of re-
search on the phenomenon of intrasentenal 
code-switching. Paradoxically, the laer has 
ooen been explained with models developed 
only for single word uerances. But between the 
neuro- and psycholinguisc data  and the syntac-
cal approaches remains a huge gap, since it is 
not at all clear how lexical-driven modeling could 
be expanded to include syntaccal encoding. 
This holds true even more for bilingual speech 
pproducon. Since syntaccal queson are gener-
ally only explainable within the framework of a 
parcular theory, this would mean that a general 
discussion of the underlying assumpons for syn-
taccal processing is needed. 
I conduct a meta-analysis of some of the best 
known models for bilingual language processing 
and retrieve the main quesons from every 
model. In order to judge them, I compare them 
to a matrix of issues from a wide range of socio-, 
psycho-, and neurolinguisc research literature.

How

Why

Where

The most important queson is: Why do bilinguals mix their 
languages? The code-switching research reports three main 
se ngs: 1. Intenonal Mixing, where the switch is said to be 
meaningful, 2. The mixed code itself figures as code, as op-
posed to the monolingual codes, 3. The mixing happens unin-
tended. This means that there are movated mixes as well as 
unmovated ones, like triggering, speech errors or overload.

If language mixing is meaningful, the queson remains how 
exactly the selecon of items from different languages oper-
ates. Researchers proposed various concepts including lan-
guage tagging, selecve access to the lexical store, and inhibi-
on of the unwanted items (or languages as a whole).

If language mixing is not intended, it must 
be the outcome of the speech system and 
its properes itself. Triggering phenomena 
seem to indicate that language selecon 
can take place without being controlled by 
the conceptualizer. Green also points out 
that an overload can iniate unintended 
langualanguage shis.

Many models (e.g. the IC model) assume 
that languages or items tagged for lan-
guages are selected. Others point out, that 
the concept „language“ is metalinguisc 
and not applicable to speech producon. 
Rather, the speaker directly selects the 
words to be uered. Prior to answering 
the quethe queson how items are selected, we 
have to ask what exactly we do select.

While the Why-queson is concerned with where language mixing occurs, 
we also want to know whether there are any constraints to this process. 
Many researchers assume that there are in fact constraints, but their 
nature is highly debatable. We can disnguish two mechanisms possibly 
restricng language mixing: grammacal rules and the speech producon 
apparatus itself (unless they are one and the same).

Language mixing (mostly in the form of 
code-switching) is known to show regulari-
es that are possibly the outcome of gram-
mar specific constraints. 

The nature of the grammacal debates is 
subject to heated debates. No single ap-
proach seems to suffice the diverse bilin-
gual data. Phrase structural approaches 
have been shown to be as dissasfactory 
as accounts incorporang either surface 
structure or deep structure. Thus, we 
hhave to ask whether we are dealing with 
the right grammacal levels. Which kind 
of rules can we employ to model lan-
guage mixing?

The constraints to language mixing are 
maybe not enrely due to just grammar. 
Parallel to the regularies of speech 
errors, unintended language mixing may 
underlie various restricons on the part 
of the general speech producon pro-
cess. There is also evidence that the dif-
ferent status of morpheme categories 
(e.g. funcon morphemes, closed-class 
items) does play a role in the formaon 
of mixed uerances. 

How is the intented
item selected?

What do we select?

Where does
selecon
takes place?

Which grammacal
constraints exist?

Which are the
grammacal levels
of interest?

Which processing
constraints can
we assume?

Which architecture?

Results.
As predicted, the models focus on parally enrely different issues. Here I give only a short synopsis of their main quesons. To be sure: They do pose much more quesons, but I tried to filter the most general ones 
that have the strongest relaon to language mixing.

    Dual Language Model:              Why do speaker use words from different languages?
    Inhibitory Control Model:           How do speaker control their language use?
    Matrix Language Frame Model:     Where can we expect codeswitching?
        Poplack’s Contraints:                 Where can we expect codeswitching?
    Bilingual Producon Model:        How do bilinguals produce speech (words)?
    Implicit-Explicit Model:              Which role does automazaon play in bilinguals?
    BIA:                                    How are wrien words associated with languages?
    BIMOLA:                              How are words from the other language are recognised?
    SOMBIP:                              How is language membership achieved?

I compared this result to the quesons most oen menoned in bilingualism research and noced that 
1.  the 1.  the level of descripon is seldomly menoned. All models, however, select one or more levels for their task. Almost none of them is dealing 
     with high scale (locang speech in discourse or acon) or low scale (neurolinguisc) issues. Most of them deal with mechanisms between the 
     conceptual level and the phonological level.
2.  only one of these models deals with the queson why bilinguals actually mix languages. This is surprising, since this is by far the most oen 
     menoned issue, dealed with in nearly every sociolinguisc publicaon.
3.  most models ask how bilingual language producon can be modelled and so reflect the overall discussion.

Language Mixing

Conclusion. 
My My results imply that future research on bilin-
gual speech producon and language mixing 
should focus on the three queson „What is se-
lected“, „Which are the grammacal levels of 
interest“ and the architecture of the processing 
system. The combinaon of these queson 
seems to be at odds with the research tradion. 
But a closer look But a closer look at the phenomena of interest 
shows, that language mixing is not all about 
words and grammacal rules. Rather, exisng 
studies seem to indicate that construcons may 
help a lot to get to grips with bilingual language 
use. Ad Backus devoted a whole publicaon to 
„long units“10. And even Levelt admied, that 
„„whole messages will be available in long-term 
memory“11. The importance of usage and 
freqency has been underlined by a range of 
researchers12, 13. A Construcon Grammar ap-
proach to language producon could give an 
answer to two of the queson menoned at 
one go, since the grammacal level would coin-
cide with the icide with the items selected for producon. This 
would allow to include syntaccal issues.

Discussion
These results show, that researchers are mainly concerced with explaining the concrete mechanisms of bilingual speech producon or  language 
mixing. But as already menoned, most of the explanaons are not sasfying and reveal a number of counter evidences. If language mixing really fol-
lows whatsoever regularity, then it would be appropriate to step back and try to answer the quesons that deal with more general (and more theo-
recal) issues. Which are the quesons that really maer aer all?
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